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His Excellency 
Andrzej Duda 
President of the Republic of Poland 
 
 
 
 
Your Excellency, 
 
I am writing you on behalf of the European Association of Lawyers (AEA-EAL). 
 
Our Association observes with great concern incoming information on draft and final acts 
changing Polish justice system: Act on National Council of Judiciary, Act on common courts 
and Act on Supreme Court. 
 
Precipitate proceedings without wide public consultation, with limited parliamentary debate 
as well as lack of deep analyses on impact of the proposed solutions on citizen’s right to 
independent and impartial court, the right guaranteed, among others, by Article 6 of the 
European Convention on human rights and fundamental freedoms as well as by Article 47 of 
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union,   brings out deep objections of the 
European lawyers. 
 
Consequences of already passed or processed acts might be unforeseeable. . Particularly those 
giving the Minister of Justice an exceptional position over judges of the Supreme Court. It 
seems to be a deep violation of the division and balance of powers set on Article 10 of the 
Constitution of the Republic of Poland. Proposed revocation of mandates of all judges of the 
Supreme Court may raise suspicions to addict Court’s composition to  the ruling party. This 
would be contradictory towards the principle of independence of judiciary. 



Reform of the justice system is an important issue, touching daily life of millions of Polish 
citizens. Therefore, I kindly ask you, Mister President, to conduct wide debate and public 
consultations on changes among the judiciary within the National Council of Development, 
established at the beginning of Your presidency. Solutions elaborated this way might  be a 
subject of the legislative initiative of the President of the Republic of Poland. Such procedure 
over the draft Act on Supreme Court and other acts related to justice will allow to reach a 
consensus on  changes awaited by citizens.. 
 
Sincerely Yours, 
 
Maria Ślązak 
President 
 
 


